in other segments of our life today, where
man seems to be hopelessly and perpetually
deadlocked. A feeling of enthusiasm and genuine interest seems to prevail among all those
who deal with space flight and astronautics—
First Law
school children learning about it, CongressNobody and nothing under the natural laws of this unimen allotting money for it, political leaders of
verse impose any limitations on man except man himself.
the East and West praising their nation’s contributions to its progress, and last, but not
Second Law
least, scientists and engineers blazing the trail
Not only the Earth, but the entire Solar system, and as
toward its eventual accomplishment.
much of the universe as he can reach under the laws of nature,
Nevertheless, we must face the question:
are man’s rightful field of activity.
“Why space flight?” As an implication of a
waste of time and money on a hopeless venThird Law
ture, this question is rarely asked today. Few
By expanding through the Universe, man fulfills his despeople still doubt that we can, for instance,
tiny as an element of life, endowed with the power of reason
establish satellites which will serve useful
and the wisdom of the moral law within himself.
purposes. As a request for philosophical justification of the vastly greater long-range implications of astronautics, an answer must be
pendence and agility of the human mind. It lends ultigiven, and given as firmly, conclusively and decisively
mate dignity to man’s technical and scientific endeavas possible. It has already been recognized that a good
ors. Above all, it touches on the philosophy of his very
deal of thinking is needed to provide this kind of answer,
existence. As a result, the concept of space travel disreand we are just beginning to deal with the problem. We
gards national borders, refuses to recognize differences
should not, however, let ourselves be stampeded into
of historical or ethnological origin, and penetrates the
frantic attempts to “prove” a need for rushing to Venus
fiber of one sociological or political creed as fast as that
or Mars, because, to put it bluntly, there really is none
of the next.
today.
As a technical concept, astronautics is all-embracAcceptance of Space Vehicle
ing, and more revolutionary than anything conceived so
The important point is to understand why we should
far, including even atomic technology. As a scientific
gradually accept the space vehicle just as our ancestors
concept, it is bound to stimulate and rejuvenate practifinally got around to accepting the wheel and the boat.
cally all fields from astronomy to zoology. Its socioThere was a time—the Odyssey proves it—when it was
logical and political implications are such that future
almost inconceivable for the ordinary man to leave his
generations may well describe as “cautious” even the
peninsula or island and sail beyond the horizon into the
boldest predictions of our time.
unknown. We still haven’t changed much in principle,
A Moving Spirit
because it is still inconceivable for many of us to conBecause of this, space travel holds perhaps the
sider our Earth as an island from which one day many
greatest general appeal for our complex and divided
men may leave for distant places, unknown to us, except
world. It seems to promise less immediate material gain
in a general way, or which one day may be visited by
than atomic technology. Yet, or perhaps therefore, its
people from far away, as an American citizen today
spiritual appeal is extremely powerful, symbolizing as
visits the country of his extraction.
it does that man, after all, has not yet lost his capability
As a contribution toward answering this famous
of cutting the Gordian knot, of exploding old notions
question, I propose to establish a broad perspective by
which retard his development and of overcoming seemformulating three fundamental laws of astronautics
ingly invincible physical obstacles.
[see box, this page], and examining their implications.
If it can be done here, it can eventually also be done
These laws are the basic tenets in the pioneering of
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